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ymerization of hydrogels –
versatile solutions to fabricate well-defined 3D
structures

Adina I. Ciuciua and Piotr J. Cywiński*b

Hydrogels are cross-linked water-containing polymer networks that are formed by physical, ionic or

covalent interactions. In recent years, they have attracted significant attention because of their unique

physical properties, which make them promising materials for numerous applications in food and

cosmetic processing, as well as in drug delivery and tissue engineering. Hydrogels are highly water-

swellable materials, which can considerably increase in volume without losing cohesion, are

biocompatible and possess excellent tissue-like physical properties, which can mimic in vivo conditions.

When combined with highly precise manufacturing technologies, such as two-photon polymerization

(2PP), well-defined three-dimensional structures can be obtained. These structures can become

scaffolds for selective cell-entrapping, cell/drug delivery, sensing and prosthetic implants in regenerative

medicine. 2PP has been distinguished from other rapid prototyping methods because it is a non-invasive

and efficient approach for hydrogel cross-linking. This review discusses the 2PP-based fabrication of 3D

hydrogel structures and their potential applications in biotechnology. A brief overview regarding the 2PP

methodology and hydrogel properties relevant to biomedical applications is given together with a review

of the most important recent achievements in the field.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Hydrogel fundamentals

Hydrogels are dened as water-swollen three-dimensional
networks capable of imbibing water from an aqueous environ-
ment. In the entire volume, common hydrogels possess only 0.5–
20 wt% of dry polymer mass.1 The remaining part is water and
therefore hydrogels can provide a high resemblance to the
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of ECM. Adapted with permission
from Alberts et al.28
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extracellular matrix and good biocompatibility with living
organisms. Moreover, the property of being so while offering
tissue-like elasticity minimizes irritation and damage to
surrounding tissues. Nevertheless, the well-designed polymeric
chemical structure and architecture is essential for the prepara-
tion of hydrogels. Depending on their origin, the polymeric
compositions are classied into natural polymer hydrogels (e.g.
collagen, dextran, brin, chitosan), synthetic polymer hydrogels
(e.g. poly(ethylene glycol) derivatives) and their combination (e.g.
collagen-acrylate, alginate-acrylate). While natural hydrogels can
degrade easily on exposure to water-soluble enzymes, the degra-
dation of synthetic hydrogels can occur via hydrolysis, solubili-
sation, mechanical erosion or can be adjusted by increasing the
cross-linking densities.2 The properties of hydrogels are sought in
a variety of applications, particularly in the biomedical eld. The
classication, preparation methods, main properties and appli-
cations of hydrogels are shown in Fig. 1. The potential of
hydrogels to become useful biomaterials was rst demonstrated
in the 1960s when Wichterle and Lim cross-linked hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (HEMA).3 Since then, numerous improvements in
structure and properties of hydrogels4–6 have led to their use in
cell encapsulation,7,8 wound healing9,10 and drug release.11–14 The
extraordinary properties of hydrogels and associated signicant
experimental achievements have attracted the attention of
scientic community to these materials. Hydrogel-related
research resulted in more than 4000 publications in only the
last four years. The previously published reviews emphasized the
importance, applicability and progress of hydrogels in biology
and medicine, predicting a bright future for them in science and
technology.15–25
1.2 Extracellular matrix

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is the space between cells and
typically comprises brous proteins such as collagen, bro-
nectin, elastin and laminin, and proteoglycans (Fig. 2). Migra-
tory cells innervate the ECM in response to receptor binding
and the ECM retains biologically active molecules, such as
Fig. 1 Simplified overview of hydrogel types, preparation methods,
properties and applications.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
growth factors, to regulate the cellular processes. A scheme
presenting the ECM is provided in Fig. 2.26–28 When various
mutations occur in ECM components, mild to severe diseases
can affect the host organism. For example, tissue ageing, which
is associated with unrepaired accumulation of naturally occur-
ring DNA damage, is characterized by the decrease in cadherin,
occludin or catenin and by the apparition of gaps between the
cells.29,30 Under extreme conditions, the resultant failure of the
wound healing process can promote chronic vascular remod-
elling and induce a tumor phenotype.31

Because of the important role that ECM plays, signicant
interest has emerged in developing new methods for con-
structing suitable materials that can mimic ECM. Novel mate-
rials should exhibit ECM properties, such as the sequestration,
adhesion and proliferation of cells. Implicitly, the engineered
structures require biocompatibility, mechanical strength and,
when necessary, biodegradability. Hydrogels fulll most of the
aforementioned properties, and therefore, are excellent candi-
dates for biomedical use, particularly for tissue engineering32–34

and drug release systems.35–38 Because so tissue engineering
targets volume restoration, limitations, such as cell survival,
migration or exhaustion, and various mechanical challenges
(e.g. scaffold collapse) must be considered. Hydrogels are
considered to be ‘the rst biomaterials developed for the
human use’,39 and appear to address these issues in part.

In recent years, fabricatinghigh resolution three-dimensional
(3D) structures in hydrogels has been one of the major chal-
lenges. For this purpose, two-photon polymerization (2PP) has
attracted considerable attention mainly due to the accuracy of
fabricating structures with a spatial resolution down to 9 nm.40,41

The next section will describe this eld in more details.
2. Two-photon polymerization (2PP)
2.1. Photopolymerization mechanism

Tissue or organ transplantation is one of the most challenging
regenerative medicine processes faced by researchers. From a
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516 | 45505
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biological perspective, cell cultures seeded on fabricated struc-
tures can face difficulties in adhesion, proliferation or cell–cell
interactions due to unnatural support. For these particular
requirements, scaffold dimensions must be resolved at a sub-
micrometer scale. An exciting route to fabricate well-dened
low-dimensional 3D structures is offered by rapid prototyping
techniques that provide precise control over the porosity and/or
the mechanical properties of the substrate. Among these
methods, only a few could be used with hydrogels because they
require mild conditions.1,42,43 The most commonly used prepa-
ration methods are laser-based, nozzle-based and printer-based
systems.42 Despite the fact that these techniques are suited for
3D microstructure fabrication, they are also affected by a series
of limitations such as scaffold shrinkage, low resolution, and
the lack of full control over the properties of the material and
the medium.42 A more robust approach to prepare hydrogels is
to cross-link them using light-induced polymerization. Photo-
polymerization is a versatile process, affording high-efficiency
room-temperature material processing with well-dened
spatial and temporal control. The rst step in photo-
polymerization is initiation in which a light-sensitive compound
(a photoinitiator) is required to produce active species (radicals
or cations) upon irradiation with UV, vis or IR light. The pho-
toinitiator can dissociate to form primary radicals or can react
with a second species via hydrogen abstraction, forming
secondary radicals. Regarding the mechanism involved in
photolysis, photoinitiation includes radical polymerization
(through photocleavage and hydrogen abstraction) and cationic
polymerization.44–46 A comparison of the photopolymerization
mechanisms is shown in Fig. 3.

Photocleavage-based radical photopolymerization involves
the formation of active species under light irradiation by the
cleavage of chemical bonds (e.g. C–C, C]O, C–S, C–Cl). The
photoinitiators used can be classied according to J.P.
Fouassier47 as Norrish type I and II. Type I photoinitiators can
be photo-fragmented into radicals upon absorption of light,
whereas type II photoinitiators require the presence of a co-
initiator such as an amine or an alcohol. In the case of
Fig. 3 General mechanisms of radical and cationic
photopolymerizations.
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Norrish type II systems, the radicals are generated at the co-
initiator aer transferring a hydrogen atom to the
photoinitiator.

Radical photopolymerization by hydrogen abstraction
involves aromatic ketones, which upon light exposure undergo
hydrogen abstraction from a proton donor molecule to form a
ketyl radical and a donor radical. Conventionally, the H-donor
radical initiates the polymerization, while the ketyl radical
undertakes radical coupling to the growing macromolecular
chain.48–50

Cationic polymerization implies the use of a cationic initi-
ator to transfer a charge to a monomer unit, which becomes
reactive and interacts similarly with other units leading to
polymer chain growth. The most commonly used cationic
initiators are the Brønsted acids arenediazonium, diary-
lodonium and various sulfonium salts.51 However, in tissue
engineering, cationic initiators are avoided because they
generate protonic acids that affect cell cultures due to their
strong acidic character.36
2.2. 2PP Working principle and instrumentation

Among all the methods involved in the fabrication of 3D scaf-
folds using the rapid prototyping technique, 2PP can be
distinguished by its conned spatial resolution and mild pro-
cessing conditions. It is a new method that has been broadly
adopted for structuring medical devices at a small scale.52–54 2PP
is a liquid-based rapid prototyping method that utilizes high
power near-infrared (NIR) or infrared (IR) femtosecond lasers
(e.g. a femtosecond pulsed titanium:sapphire (TiSa) laser).
Fig. 4 illustrates the instrumental set-up typically used for 2PP.
Unlike typical UV or vis-based photopolymerization where
initiators produce radicals upon one photon absorption, initi-
ators in 2PP generate radicals aer absorbing two photons. If
sufficient light power is provided at the focal point, free radical
polymerization can be initiated. In this process, the probability
of absorbing two photons (i.e. the two photon absorption
(2PA) cross-section, s2) by a specic molecule is quadratically
Fig. 4 An instrumental setup typically used for 2PP processing.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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dependent on the incident light intensity (eqn (1)),55,56 and
therefore high intensity excitation lasers are required. The 2PA
cross-sections are quantied in Göppert-Mayer units, 1 GM ¼
10�50 cm4 s per photon. The units were named aer Maria
Göppert-Mayer who predicted the two-photon absorption
phenomenon in her doctoral dissertation. In the equation:

dnP

dt
¼ s2NF 2; (1)

where
dnP
dt

is the number of photons absorbed per unit time in

the 2PA process, N represents the density of absorbing species,
and F is the photon ux dened as follows:

F ¼ I/hn (2)

where I is the light intensity and hn is the photon energy.
In 2PP, excitation with a laser beam that is tightly focused in

the focal volume allows the precise spatial connement of
matter. This accurate laser positioning permits the formation of
well-dened three-dimensional microstructures. Aer the 2PP
process, the non-polymerized material is washed away, leaving
behind the polymerized structures. Importantly, because 2PP
can be monitored using white light microscopy, any processing
malfunction can be corrected on the y. Three-dimensional
characterization, such as geometry and surface roughness, of
the fabricated microstructures is usually visualised by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).

2.3. Materials and applications

The main advantage of 2PP is in its distinctive spatial light
connement, leading to high 3D resolution that is unattainable
for other rapid prototyping techniques. In general, the excellent
reproducibility and quality of 3D scaffolds make 2PP a unique
fabrication method. From a medical viewpoint, the permitted
excitation made with a femtosecond laser is in the so-called
‘biological window’ (between 700 and 1050 nm), where tissues
have a greater transparency.57,58 Despite the fact that 2PP was
used practically to fabricate 3D structures around a living
organism,59 the 2PP method would theoretically permit the 3D
structuring of a material present inside biological tissues. In
these conditions, the patient would benet from the absence of
scars as no surgical intervention occurred, and the in vivo
fabricated structure would interact immediately with the
surrounding environment, leading to fast recovery.

In the 2PP process, the photoinitiator and monomer types
are both equally important. In principle, the photoinitiator
molecule should possess a high initiation efficiency (i.e. high
radical yield), good biocompatibility, acceptable hydrophilicity
and low cytotoxicity. Even though a series of 2PA active chro-
mophores were reported for bioimaging purposes, they were
found to be unsuitable as photoinitiators.60,61 This was mainly
due to the fact that uorescence and radical generation are
competitive processes of the excited state deactivation. The lack
of suitable photoinitiators led to efforts in designing and
synthesizing new compounds. From a medical perspective, in
addition to the desired high yield of radical generation, these
photoinitiators should not affect the biological environment.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
The ideal structures should be highly hydrophilic and non-
cytotoxic, and these aspects were seriously considered while
developing the 2PP photoinitiators.

A considerable expansion in the number of monomers used
for the 2PP fabrication process occurred from the year 2000
onwards. For example, 2PP experiments were performed on
acrylates, epoxy-based photoresists and inorganic materials,
which have gained regular usage in multiphoton processes.62–65

Among them, the acrylates are preferred due to their high
polymerization yield, good mechanical properties and resis-
tance to elevated temperatures and harsh solvents. Later, it was
noticed that the properties of the nal polymer can be modied
through actions on the monomer, and 2PP structuring was
realized on inorganic–organic hybrid polymers such as
ORMOCER.66,67 This material showed improved features
because of universal monomers that possess both organic
polymer properties (e.g. toughness) and glass-like properties
(e.g. thermal stability and transparency).

In addition to biomedicine, the range of applications for the
3D structures fabricated by 2PP has been increasing progres-
sively and the necessity for new materials whose properties
could be tailored according to potential applications represent a
demanding task (Fig. 5). Therefore, in addition to undoped
microstructures characterized by limited applicability, novel
doped resin formulations were reported. These formulations
contained advanced materials (i.e. magnetic nanoparticles,
conjugated polymers or bio-related materials) and were capable
of conferring new functionalities. A few examples of doped
resins together with their potential applications are shown in
Fig. 5.68
3. Two photon polymerization of
hydrogels
3.1. Cross-linking of natural hydrogels

In their work on the cross-linking of natural hydrogels, Cam-
pagnola et al.69 used 2PP and naturally biocompatible macro-
molecules to create simple multidimensional structures from
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516 | 45507
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bovine serum albumin (BSA) or brinogen. The hydrogel cross-
linking process involved transferring a hydrogen from the
protein to the photoexcited photoinitiator Rose Bengal. The
process likely occurs at the ketone of the Rose Bengal because
the triplet state ketones abstract the protons and are reduced to
alcohols, leading to the inability of the photoinitiator to cross-
link. This effect showed a strong dependence on the Rose
Bengal concentration and it was concluded that the photo-
polymerization mechanism does not regenerate the dye. In the
same work, the group demonstrated the ability of the cross-
linked BSA hydrogel to trap and subsequently release dextran,
conrming the efficiency of the system as a drug delivery
carrier. 2PP hydrogel formation was found to be particularly
good for promoting cell adhesion because almost all the cell
types require a 3D environment to mimic physiological tissue
structures.70,71 Experiments executed to study the adhesion of
human dermal broblasts and the enzymatic degradation of the
cross-linked matrices conrmed the biocompatibility and
biodegradability of these hydrogels.72,73 A few years later, the
same group presented 2PP-induced collagen cross-linking using
the same photoinitiator to form stable sub-micron structures in
fast processing timescales.72,73 Because Rose Bengal displayed a
low solubility at acidic pH, where collagens have the highest
solubility, another photoinitiator that is soluble at acidic pH
was considered. Consequently, they reported a newly synthe-
sized benzophenone dimer that could act as a photoinitiator for
both BSA and collagen cross-linking.73,74 However, cytotoxicity
was not tested for the fabricated structures. In Campagnola's
group, other proteins, such as brinogen, bronectin and
concanavalin A, were also processed using Rose Bengal as the
photoinitiator. Notably, the hydrogels prepared based on the
abovementioned proteins maintained their bioactivity aer the
2PP process.75

In another example, Shear et al.76 used avin adenine dinu-
cleotide as photoinitiator to fabricate interactive BSA or avidin-
based microstructures in the presence of developing neurons.
They reported that fabricated protein microchambers are an
appropriate environment for the capture and growth of motile
cells, such as Escherichia coli, particularly due to the ability to
exchange nutrients and waste through the structure walls via
diffusion.77 The same E. coli was successfully trapped inside 3D
protein structures (BSA, avidin, and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) microparticles). The structures were prepared with
controlled densities, thickness gradients and swelling charac-
teristics in response to pH variations.78 These studies provided
signicant input for the future design of smart protein-based
materials.
3.2. Cross-linking of hybrid and articial hydrogels

If the rst decade of the last twenty years was dominated by the
use of natural proteins to prepare hydrogels, modied and
synthetic hydrogels became of interest in the second decade.
The synthetic hydrogels provide improved properties (i.e.
mechanical strength) in comparison to their natural counter-
parts, thereby reducing the difficulty in handling. Parallel to the
need for novel hydrogel materials, another problem arose
45508 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516
regarding the photoinitiator cytotoxicity. Ideally, both a hydro-
gel and photoinitiator should be fully biocompatible and non-
cytotoxic, which is critical when working with living cells. Thus,
the groups approaching 2PP for hydrogel preparation were also
working on the development of new photoinitiators with
improved biocompatibility and higher 2PA cross-sections than
commercial photoinitiators. The 2PP-based hydrogel fabrica-
tion in aqueous solution would allow working with cell cultures,
whereas elevated 2PA cross-sections would allow lower laser
powers and implicitly shorter irradiation times. A list of
common photoinitiators, their 2PA cross-sections and the
respective cross-linked hydrogels are presented in Table 1. The
cell type tested on the 2PP fabricated structures and the inten-
ded applications are also listed.

West et al. took advantage of 2PP and its high resolution to
cross-link poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-diacrylate (PEGDA)
hydrogels.87 PEG derivatives were chosen because of their
biocompatibility and resistance to protein adsorption and cell
adhesion, while acrylate terminal groups were selected because
of their enhanced radical generation efficiency in the presence
of the selected photoinitiator.36,88–92 This study demonstrated
that the 3D structures fabricated from PEGDA hydrogels are
capable of guiding and simultaneously restricting broblast cell
migration. Later, the same group successfully patterned the
same hydrogel with collagenase-sensitive peptide chains,
transforming a non-degradable and bioinert hydrogel into a
degradable and cell-adhesive substrate.70

Anseth et al. prepared PEG-based hydrogels to encapsulate
human mesenchymal stem cells.93,94 They demonstrated that
stem cell morphology could be controlled at any time using UV,
visible or two photon irradiation as well as through the degra-
dation of the hydrogels.94 The same group proved the ability to
control hydrogel physical and chemical properties by incorpo-
rating various functional groups, such as nitrobenzyl and
peptide linkers, to control the degradation of the network.93

To shed more light on the modied PEG structures obtained
under multiphoton irradiation, several research groups have
recently presented results obtained from experiments executed
in aqueous media in the presence of living cells/organisms. In a
simple approach, low dimensional 3D structures were fabri-
cated using commercially available photoinitiators such as
organo-soluble Irgacure 369,79 Irgacure 651 and AF240 dissolved
in water with a non-ionic surfactant (Pluronic F127).80 This
demonstrated for the rst time how a hydrophobic photo-
initiator can be used directly for 2PP in aqueous solutions.
Simple 2D structures from PEGDA and 2-hydroxiethyl methac-
rylate (HEMA) were fabricated in an aqueousmedium. However,
a large surfactant concentration was required, which increased
the cytotoxicity of the structures when seeded with cells.

A limited selection of water soluble photoinitiators promp-
ted researchers to pursue studies to design and synthesize novel
classes of photoreactive dyes. In a different approach, Rose
Bengal-triethanolamine was tested.64,95 However, this photo-
initiator suffered from low 2PA cross-section therefore required
high laser intensity and long exposure times. Several
groups85,96–98 proved that an efficient way to produce water
soluble photoinitiators is to create conjugated molecules.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 Snapshot of the CADmodel and SEM images of gelatin methacrylamides scaffolds fabricated by 2PP: (a–c) untreated; (d–f) treated for 1 h
and (g–i) treated for 2 h with 100 collagenase digestion unit per mL solution. Scale bar represents 1 mm for (a, d and g), 200 mm for (b, c, e and h)
and 50 mm for (f and i). Reprinted (adapted) with permission from ref. 83. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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Quaternary ammonium cations or carboxylic sodium salts
combined with an effective six-member ring in a series of ben-
zilidene ketone-based water soluble photoinitiators increased
the 2PA cross-sections up to 200 GM (see Table 1).

Ovsianikov et al. were also actively involved in the study on
hydrogel cross-linking using modied naturally occurring
macromolecules as monomers. They used modied gelatin-
GelMOD and hyaluronic acid (HA) together with newly synthe-
sized water-soluble photoinitiators. Irgacure 2959 was selected
to form a support for a culture of human adipose-derived stem
cells.82 This photoinitiator was chosen due to its reasonable
hydrophilicity and reduced cytotoxicity. Not only did the nal
hydrogel structures preserve the enzymatic degradation of
gelatin aer the 2PP process, but cell addition and proliferation
also occurred with satisfactory rates. In a further report, they
used the same monomer and initiator to reproduce the CAD-
soware model with high precision (Fig. 6).83 The tests
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
showed that the computer model was replicated precisely in
both shape and porosity (with a pitch as small as 1.5 mm),
opening a new door for geometrical tissue design and its
formation in 3D. In the same study, the fabricated scaffolds
provided good conditions for the attaching porcine mesen-
chymal stem cells and their subsequent proliferation. Upon
applying an osteoinductive medium, the cells showed calcium
deposition on the 3D scaffold. The abovementioned results
show that hydrogel structures engineered accurately via CAD
and 2PP can lead to novel perspectives for studying tissue
formation in 3D.

The most recent achievements from the Liska and Stamp
research group are related to the microfabrication of hydrogels
in the presence of living organisms.85 CAD scaffolds prepared
using the PEGDA hydrogel in formulations with up to 80%
water content were fabricated around living C. elegans. This
nematode was a test organism chosen to demonstrate the
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516 | 45511
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biocompatibility of the scaffold. Because of the opacity of the
tissues in the UV range, the in vivo use of the photoresponsive
hydrogels is limited. This issue was overcome by the use of NIR
lasers, as most of the living cells are transparent in this
domain.99,100 Therefore, it was successfully shown that due to
tissue transparency in the NIR region the organism did not
suffer damage even under high power laser exposure.97 In a
similar manner, GelMOD was processed in formulations with
up to 80% water in the presence of living cells.86 In this case, the
benzylidenecycloketones (G2CK and P2CK) were used as pho-
toinitiators (Table 1) that allowed the fabrication of well-dened
microstructures. Human osteosarcoma cells (MG63) incorpo-
rated in the cross-linked GelMOD hydrogel were affected during
the 2PP fabrication process, whereas the ones found in the
immediate proximity or within the 2PP structures survived the
fabrication process. In this case, the cell damage occurred
because reactive species were produced during 2PP. The
authors also showed that the fabricated scaffolds were stable in
the cell culture for at least three weeks, and in the third week the
cells trapped in the structures were able to proliferate, occu-
pying most of the available space.

The same group also adopted the newest strategy in the eld
of tissue engineering; namely, the assembly of 3D hydrogels via
two-photon excited thiol–ene chemistry.84 They reported the
synthesis of a vinyl ester derivative of gelatin (GH-VE) and its
copolymerization with reduced BSA derivatives in the presence
of a water-soluble photoinitiator, WSPI. Well-dened and stable
microstructures were fabricated with high 2PP writing speed
(ca. 50 mm s�1) at low laser power (as low as 20 mW). This
writing speed was particularly important with respect to the
previously reported 10 mm s�1 for PEGDA structures,101 and the
results were not only due to the improved fabrication setup, but
also due to the novel 2PP thiol–ene chemistry. The osteosar-
coma cells seeded inside the GH-VE/BSA hydrogels with various
macromer ratios showed a preference for the structure with
higher gelatin (GH-VE) content. These results are particularly
important in the view of information regarding cell–ECM
interactions.

One of the latest works in the eld has been published very
recently by B. Chichkov et al.81 They functionalized a hyaluronic
acid natural hydrogel with glycidyl methacrylate groups to
increase its mechanical strength. Consequently, 3D micro-
structures with well-dened pore sizes were successfully fabri-
cated by the 2PP technique by using an Irgacure 2959
photoinitiator. Their biocompatibility was tested with bro-
blasts and osteoblasts. Slight cytotoxic effects were observed
most likely due to the photoinitiator concentration. However,
the study conrmed the potential use of these materials as
biomatrices for guided bone formation.

Among the groups using the 2PP technique for cross-linking
hydrogels, the M. Kellomäki group distinguished itself by a
different approach in the fabrication method. They utilized a
low-cost picosecond Nd:Yag laser for 2PP fabrication, instead of
the expensive femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser.102–105 Hybrid
polymer-ceramic materials, such as Ormocomp105 or biocom-
patible proteins (e.g. avidin, BSA),104 were employed, and
structures as small as 1 mm were obtained. A comparison of the
45512 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516
results obtained using both lasers indicated comparable surface
features and resolutions, despite the very low scanning speed of
the Nd:Yag apparatus.104 In one of their recent publications,
they used methacryloylated and acryloylated poly(a-amino acid)
s to recreate the microarchitectures of the extracellular
matrix.106 They compared these materials to commonly used
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylates and found that both meth-
acryloylated and acryloylated poly(a-amino acid) hydrogels are
suitable for 2PP with a wider processing window than PEG-
based acrylates. Cell culture studies were also performed in
this group. For example, human embrionic stem cell
(hESC)-derived neuronal cells cultured on PEGDA or a
poly(

P
-caprolactone)-based oligomer (PCL-o) were able to

attach on both material surfaces, but did not migrate.103 Only
the cells placed inside the structures survived, whereas the ones
found outside the scaffolds were dead. Aer a subsequent
material functionalization, PEGDA and PCL-o could be used as
guidance structures in neural cell culture applications.
However, the most important achievement of this study is the
potential use of a low-cost and affordable laser, such as Nd:Yag,
for the fabrication of microstructures for cell-based
applications.
4. Applications

The current literature gives an in-depth overview regarding
possible cross-linked hydrogels and their applications in
medicine, which span from tissue engineering to biosensors or
drug delivery systems.81,97,107–109 Despite the fact that most of the
methods used to date were different from 2PP, the applications
perfectly match the objectives of hydrogels combined with the
2PP technique.
4.1. Tissue engineering

In tissue engineering, organ failure or damage is addressed by
implanting another articial comparable organ with a similar
functionality. The solution for developing clinically relevant
tissues in vitro is to restore the three-dimensional distribution
of cells in the novel scaffold material while maintaining their
viability and function. Regarding photopolymerizable hydrogels
in tissue engineering, a review by Nguyen et al. covered their
potential uses as: (a) barriers following tissue injury to ensure
better healing, (b) localized drug delivery systems, (c) cell cages
in order to ensure cell transplantation and (d) scaffold materials
for regeneration of so tissues.36 Several other comprehensive
papers describe the properties and the applicability of hydro-
gels for tissue regeneration.42,110–112

For the 2PP technique, studies on the complex cellular
migratory response are in progress and depend on different
factors such as the concentration of biomolecules, laser scan
speed and intensity, or other bioactive factors. Commonly, to
allow the cytotoxicity and proliferation tests, the cells are seeded
in the fabricated scaffold or incorporated in the monomer
material (before laser fabrication). However, a few successful
results are reported in the literature regarding 2PP fabrication
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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of biomatrices for guided cell growth81,82,84,107 with promising
perspectives.

4.2. Biosensors

In biosensors, hydrogels undergo swelling or shrinkage as
function of external stimuli such as pH, temperature, solvent,
electric and magnetic elds, light, etc. Such a response was
predicted theoretically by Dusek and Patterson in 1968113 and
proved experimentally ten years later.114,115 In the case of
hydrogels, the swelling feature is particularly important for
their mechanical properties and solute transport activity.116

Within this context, particular attention was given to the
photoresponsive hydrogels, which under light irradiation can
show changes in their physical and/or chemical properties such
as elasticity, shape, viscosity or swelling. In such designs,
rigorous requirements are necessary to choose the appropriate
photoresponsive groups and scaffolds. Various methods were
developed to introduce photo-responsiveness to hydrogels as
described in a recent review by Tomatsu et al.99 They mentioned
several possibilities such as (a) modication with photo-
responsive groups, (b) modication with supramolecularly
interacting groups responsive to photoirradiation, or (c)
supramolecular hydrogel formation of photoresponsive low-
molecular weight-gelators.

There are plenty reports in the literature describing the
exploitation of hydrogels structures as biosensors,108 but to our
knowledge only one paper reports a UV photoresponsive
cantilever fabricated by 2PP.117 Despite the fact that the photo-
induced command was slow and irreversible, the authors
claimed to have achieved the 3D fabrication of novel compo-
nents based on photoactive polymers, at the same time
enlarging the horizon of 2PP applications. Another stimuli-
responsive hydrogel was reported by Shear's group who fabri-
cated a pH responsive two-photon fabricated PEGDA hydrogel.78

4.3. Drug delivery systems

Due to their biocompatibility and biodegradability, hydrogels
are suitable materials for transporting cells and drugs. In
general, they are not rejected by the human body and they can
deliver and release material loaded beforehand when necessary.
However, it is very oen difficult to load the cells and drugs
inside the hydrogels because of their poor mechanical strength.
Several ways to handle this problem, such as cell immobiliza-
tion or a pachyman-based hydrogel approach, are reviewed in a
current paper by K. Deligkaris et al.108 Regarding multiphoton
2PP processing, Campagnola et al.69 reported the incorporation
into and subsequent controlled release of uorescently labelled
polysaccharides from 3D BSA structures.

5. Conclusions, challenges and future
perspectives

Well-dened 3D hydrogel structures with precise control over
shape and pore dimensions were very difficult to achieve for
many years. In the last decade, several research groups were
engaged in multiphoton processing methods, as well as in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
development of new photoinitiators with enhanced water
solubility and high 2PA cross-sections. Various natural, hybrid
and articial hydrogels were cross-linked using 2PP, and well-
dened and stable microstructures were obtained in most
cases. The hydrogel biocompatibility was tested and, in general,
satisfactory results were obtained regarding cytotoxicity, adhe-
sion and migration of cells. When cell viability was affected,
negative factors were identied (i.e. reactive species generated
during the 2PP process). Currently, efforts are being made to
eliminate these adversities. In 2PP, the exact reproducibility of
the CAD drawings by the fabricated 3D structures is of partic-
ular importance in the evaluation for ceramics or hydro-
gels.54,82,118 The data obtained from computer tomography and
the correlation to CAD soware can lead to improvements in the
precision of the 2PP fabrication process, and indirectly to high-
quality structures. Overall, using 2PP as a processing technique
and hydrogels asmaterials resulted in improved performance of
scaffolds with potential application in the biomedical eld.

Although the use of hydrogels in biomedical applications is
preferred due to the abovementioned reasons, there are also
some limitations to be considered and addressed. First, the
design of a perfect photoinitiator remains a serious challenge.
Then, poor mechanical strength leads to difficulties in hydrogel
handling while loading cells or drugs. The full control over the
hydrogel biodegradability also remains a problem to address.
Another challenge is hydrogel sterilization before applying the
fabricated 3D structures in vivo. The methods commonly used
for sterilization, such as gamma irradiation or steam steriliza-
tion, signicantly affect the hydrogel properties. As an alterna-
tive, a recently reported dense carbon dioxide-based technique
can be applied for hydrogel sterilization.119 Nevertheless, other
“hydrogel-friendly” sterilization procedures have to be
developed.

There are clear indications that the abovementioned issues
can be overcome and novel hydrogel-based 3D scaffolds can be
created by 2PP and can be used for various exciting applica-
tions. Further hydrogel development with improved function-
alities, such as transmission of specic spatially- and
temporally-controlled signals, will have a signicant impact
on tissue engineering. Another promising eld is the selective
entrapment and release of a target object (e.g. cell or microor-
ganism) combined with the simultaneous signalling of both
events. In addition, good control over hydrogel structures and
their ECM-like biodegradability represents a challenging task
for synthetic chemists. At the same time, the use of 2PP to
fabricate low dimensional 3D hydrogel structures has opened
the door toward an accurate control over porosity as well as over
the incorporation and distribution of various loadings within a
hydrogel. Due to elevated operational costs, 2PP cannot
generate many reproducible structures at the moment.
However, a new setup allowing an enhanced writing speed while
maintaining the process efficiency and high structural deni-
tion would open new frontiers for commercially available, cost-
effective, low dimensional devices.

In summary, the cross-linking of hydrogels using the 2PP
technique expands the area of novel tools for the biomedical
eld with major improvements ranging from the cellular to
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 45504–45516 | 45513
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macro levels. Their use in regenerative processes could shortly
become indispensable.
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